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2a)Q This action is FINAL. 2b)S This action is non-final.
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Application Papers
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DETAILED ACTION

1
.

In view of the Appeal Brief filed on June 25, 2007, PROSECUTION IS HEREBY

REOPENED. A new ground of rejection set forth below.

To avoid abandonment of the application, appellant must exercise one of the

following two options:

(1 ) file a reply under 37 CFR 1.111 (if this Office action is non-final) or a reply

under 37 CFR 1 . 1 1 3 (if this Office action is final); or,

(2) initiate a new appeal by filing a notice of appeal under 37 CFR 41 .31 followed

by an appeal brief under 37 CFR 41 .37. The previously paid notice of appeal fee and

appeal brief fee can be applied to the new appeal. If, however, the appeal fees set forth

in 37 CFR 41.20 have been increased since they were previously paid, then appellant

must pay the difference between the increased fees and the amount previously paid.

A Supervisory Patent Examiner (SPE) has approved of reopening prosecution by

signing below:

Claim Rejections - 35 USC § 103

2. The following is a quotation of 35 U.S.C. 103(a) which forms the basis for all

obviousness rejections set forth in this Office action:

(a) A patent may not be obtained though the invention is not identically disclosed or described as set
forth in section 102 of this title, if the differences between the subject matter sought to be patented and
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the prior art are such that the subject matter as a whole would have been obvious at the time the

invention was made to a person having ordinary skill in the art to which said subject matter pertains.

Patentability shall not be negatived by the manner in which the invention was made.

3. Claims 1-4, 7-12, and 15-17 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being

unpatentable over Odinak (US 2003/0078722) in view of Sonnenrein (US

2006/0095174).

Regarding claims 1, 9, and 17, Odinak teaches a method for operating a

telematics unit (Figure #1 , Telematic Control Unit #14) within a mobile vehicle (Figure

#1 , Vehicle #12) having a radio module (Figure #1 , Radio Modules #26) comprising a

radio module user interface [0017-0020] the method comprising:

But Odinak does not clearly teach on the receiving radio station information at

the radio module; detecting an initiation command received from the radio module user

interface; and providing the radio station information from the radio module to the

telematics unit responsive to the detected initiation command.

However, Sonnenrein teaches a method and a device for a vehicle-related

telematic service between the telematic terminal and the server. Both components are

interconnected via a communication interface, in particular an air interface, using a

mobile radio network, a radio module to ensure stable data transmission between the

terminal and the server, further response in a data transmission, in which sending and

receiving the transmitted commands that reads and detects the identification request

and response (See Figures #1, and #2, User Interface/Module #4b, #7b, interfacing

between User Terminal #4 and Server #7, [0013-0015, 0023-0034]).
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Therefore, it would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the

time the invention was made to modify Odinak, such that the receiving radio station

information at the radio module; detecting an initiation command received from the radio

module user interface; and providing the radio station information from the radio module

to the telematics unit responsive to the detected initiation command, to enhance and/or

implement the data transmission between the vehicle terminal and a computer-based

server of the service center via the communication network.

Regarding claims 2 and 10, Odinak/Sonnenrein teach a method of claim 1,

further comprising receiving a communication command; and initiating a wireless

communication via the telematics unit responsive to the received communication

command [0013-0034] of Sonnenrein.

Regarding claims 3 and 11, Odinak/Sonnenrein teach a method of claim 2,

further comprising: determining if the initiated wireless communication is connected;

initiating wireless voice communication from a user interface when the initiated wireless

communication is connected; terminating the wireless communication when the initiated

wireless communication is not connected; and reinitializing the terminated wireless

communication via the telematics unit responsive to the received communication

command [0013-0034] of Sonnenrein.

Regarding claims 4 and 12, Odinak/Sonnenrein teach a method of claim 1,

further comprising initiating a wireless communication via the telematics unit responsive

to the detected initiation command [0013-0034] of Sonnenrein.
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Regarding claims 7 and 15, Odinak/Sonnenrein teach a method of claim 1,

wherein the radio module user interface is a voice activated user interface [0024-0034]

of Sonnenrein.

Regarding claim 8 and 16, Odinak/Sonnenrein teach a method of claim 1,

wherein the radio module user interface is manually operable push button user interface

[0018-0019] of Odinak.

4. Claims 5 and 13 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over

Odinak/Sonnenrein, and further in view of Treyz (US 6,71 1 ,474).

Regarding claims 5 and 13, Odinak/Sonnenrein teach a method of claim 1,

wherein the radio station information is selected from the group consisting of: radio

station identification, radio station telephone number, one or more radio station

messages, but is silent on alert data, government emergency alerts, weather alerts,

sports scores and stock quotes;

However, Treyz teaches an automobile system is provided wirelessly interact

with different servers have different services such as Internet Service such as weather,

news, stock quotes etc. (C28, L35-65).

Therefore, it would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the

time the invention was made to modify Odinak/Sonnenrein, such that one or more radio

station messages, alert data such as traffic hotline reports, government emergency

alerts, weather alerts, sports scores and stock quotes, to provide the flexibility of

services while traveling.
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5. Claims 6 and 14 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over

Odinak/Sonnenrein, and further in view of Fernandez.

Regarding claims 6 and 14, Odinak/Sonnenrein teach a method of claim 1,

wherein the radio station information is but Odinak/Sonnenrein is silent on broadcast

on a sub-carrier band.

However, Fernandez teaches a telematic method and Telematic communications

systems including internet, digital video broadcast entertainment, digital audio

broadcast, digital multimedia broadcast, global positioning system navigation, safety

services, intelligent transportation systems, and/or universal mobile telecommunications

system, and integrates the vehicle multimedia interfaces discussed below, in which

including the interactive radio interface and the Software (302) can run the GPS

navigation (601), additional telematic services (602), radio/TV (603) reception, phone

(604), indoor wireless (605) system that can connect to PDA (610), AM/FM digital

audio broadcast/digital multimedia broadcast (616), satellite digital video broadcast

(617), global system for mobile communication/universal mobile telecommunications

system (618), radar sensors (606), camera systems (607), audio digital signal

processing (DPS) system (608), and CD/DVD (609), or each can maintain its own

software (See [0008, 0033-0037, 0071-0079]).

Therefore, it would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the

time the invention was made to modify Odinak/Sonnenrein, such that wherein the radio

station information is received at the interactive radio module via a sub-carrier band of a
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radio signal, to integrate the system that allow user to operate the multiple task by using

telematics and multimedia networks such as the units include the telematic components

in the vehicle such as wireless internet, digital video broadcast entertainment, digital

audio broadcast, digital multimedia broadcast, global positioning system navigation,

safety services, intelligent transportation systems, and universal mobile

telecommunications system.

6. Claims 18-19 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over

Sonnenrein (US 2006/0095174) in view of Fernandez.

Regarding claim 18, Sonnenrein teaches a method for operating a telematics

unit (Figure #2, Telematic Terminal #4) within a mobile vehicle [0001] having an

interactive radio module (Figure #2, Radio Modules #4b, #7b, [0015]) comprising a radio

module user interface (Figures #1, #2, [0013-0016]), the method comprising: receiving

radio station information at the interactive radio module [0013-0016]; detecting an

initiation command received from the interactive radio module user interface [0030-

0035]; and providing the radio station information from the interactive radio module to

the telematics unit responsive to the detected initiation command [0012-0034]

But Sonnenrein does not clearly teach on wherein the radio station

information is received at the interactive radio module via a sub-carrier band of a radio

signal.
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However, Fernandez teaches a telematic method and Telematic communications

systems including internet, digital video broadcast entertainment, digital audio

broadcast, digital multimedia broadcast, global positioning system navigation, safety

services, intelligent transportation systems, and/or universal mobile telecommunications

system, and integrates the vehicle multimedia interfaces discussed below. The central

processing unit (CPU) (300) with associated processor runs the software (302) for the

vehicle (1 00). RAM (301 ) stores the software functions for execution by the

microprocessor (304) to enable informational alerts to the user and user response

commands. For example, GPS navigation (601) information that guides the user along a

specific route in a GPS map is stored in the RAM (301) including the interactive radio

interface and the Software (302) can run the GPS navigation (601), additional telematic

services (602), radio/TV (603) reception, phone (604), indoor wireless (605) system that

can connect to PDA (610), AM/FM digital audio broadcast/digital multimedia

broadcast (616), satellite digital video broadcast (617), global system for mobile

communication/universal mobile telecommunications system (618), radar sensors (606),

camera systems (607), audio digital signal processing (DPS) system (608), and

CD/DVD (609), or each can maintain its own software (See [0008, 0033-0037, 0071-

0079]).

Therefore, it would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the

time the invention was made to modify Sonnenrein, such that wherein the radio station

information is received at the interactive radio module via a sub-carrier band of a radio

signal, to integrate the system that allow user to operate the multiple task by using
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telematics and multimedia networks such as the units include the telematic components

in the vehicle such as wireless internet, digital video broadcast entertainment, digital

audio broadcast, digital multimedia broadcast, global positioning system navigation,

safety services, intelligent transportation systems, and universal mobile

telecommunications system.

Regarding claim 19, Sonnenrein/Fernandez teach a method of claim 18 wherein

the interactive radio module includes a visual user interface and physical user interface

and is configured to receive commands from the physical user interface and store

received radio station information [0013-0034] of Sonnenrein.

Allowable Subject Matter

7. Claim 20 is objected to as being dependent upon a rejected base claim, but

would be allowable if rewritten in independent form including all of the limitations of the

base claim and any intervening claims.

Regarding claim 20, the method of claim 1 wherein the radio station information

is received at the radio module via a sub-carrier band of a radio signal, and wherein the

radio station information includes a radio station telephone number, and wherein the

initiation command is received responsive to a radio station broadcast, and wherein the

radio station telephone number is passed to the telematics unit via a communication

bus responsive to the initiation command.
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Conclusion

8. Any inquiry concerning this communication or earlier communications from the

examiner should be directed to Michael Vu whose telephone number is (571) 272-8131

The examiner can normally be reached on 8:00am - 6:00pm.

If attempts to reach the examiner by telephone are unsuccessful, the examiner's

supervisor, Joseph Feild can be reached on 571-272-4090. The fax phone number for

the organization where this application or proceeding is assigned is 571-273-8300.

Information regarding the status of an application may be obtained from the

Patent Application Information Retrieval (PAIR) system. Status information for

published applications may be obtained from either Private PAIR or Public PAIR.

Status information for unpublished applications is available through Private PAIR only.

For more information about the PAIR system, see http://pair-direct.uspto.gov. Should

you have questions on access to the Private PAIR system, contact the Electronic

Business Center (EBC) at 866-217-9197 (toll-free). If you would like assistance from a

USPTO Customer Service Representative or access to the automated information

system, call 800-786-9199 (IN USA OR CANADA) or 571-272-1000.

Michael Vu
Examiner


